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Abstract
Word Problem Solving remains a challenging and interesting task in NLP. A lot of research has been carried out to solve
different genres of word problems with various complexity levels in recent years. However, most of the publicly available
datasets and work has been carried out for English. Recently there has been a surge in this area of word problem solving in
Chinese with the creation of large benchmark datastes. Apart from these two languages, labeled benchmark datasets for low
resource languages are very scarce. This is the first attempt to address this issue for any Indian Language, especially Hindi. In
this paper, we present HAWP (Hindi Arithmetic Word Problems), a dataset consisting of 2336 arithmetic word problems in
Hindi. We also developed baseline systems for solving these word problems. We also propose a new evaluation technique for
word problem solvers taking equation equivalence into account.
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1. Introduction
Math Word Problems (MWPs), mainly taught in pri-
mary and high schools, are considered to be an inte-
gral part of Math curriculum across the globe. MWPs
are seen as brain teasers because they expect the solver
to understand a hypothetical situation involving quan-
tities using some statements that must be used to an-
swer a question about that situation. For a machine to
correctly model this type of information, form relation-
ships among the quantities and generate the answer is
a very complex task. Most often MWPs are designed
as real world narratives and act as a mental stimuli for
the students. Recent works have shown that solving
elementary-level word problems itself still poses a sig-
nificant challenge for the NLP community. Although
difficult, word problem solving has been approached
with a number of innovative and intelligent perspec-
tives: semantic parsing, template matching, explain-
able solvers etc.
As a result of these different approaches, a large num-
ber of datasets of various levels of complexity have
been developed in languages like Chinese and English.
However, no substantial dataset exists for Indian Lan-
guages. To address this, we have created a dataset for
Hindi Word Problem Solving. To make the data more
diverse we adopted a 2-pronged strategy to construct a
diverse and challenging dataset of 2336 MWPs. Some
of these MWPs were collected from Hindi textbooks
and worksheets and also from Hindi-medium educators
while most of them were augmented using translation.
Through our paper, we make the following contribu-
tions:

• We tackled the problem of lack of Word problem
solving dataset and solvers in Hindi language.

• We designed a good quality, diverse and challeng-
ing, publicly available1 dataset of 2336 MWPs an-

1https://github.com/hellomasaya/hawp

notated with equations, number of operations and
indices of relevant quantities in the word prob-
lems.

• We crafted guidelines that can help augment more
Hindi MWPs using translation.

• We propose baseline systems and equation equiv-
alence technique to handle multiple possibilities
for equations.

2. Related Work
Several large scale datasets have been released over
the years for Mathematical word problem solving
like AQuA (Ling et al., 2017) containing 100K com-
plex MWPs and MathQA (Amini et al., 2019) con-
taining 37K word problems in English and Chinese
dataset Ape210K (Zhao et al., 2020) containing 210K
problems and 56K templates. Recently, the focus
has shifted from large sized datasets to more diverse
datasets. (Miao et al., 2020) have pointed out the chal-
lenges of skewed lexical diversity, difficulty level and
problem type distribution of MWPs, incorrectly anno-
tated equations and answers in large MWP datasets.
(Patel et al., 2021) introduced a challenge dataset
SVAMP for which the best accuracy of state-of-the-
art solvers is much lower. (Roy and Roth, 2018) also
showed that the benchmark datasets are biased and in-
clude word problem with high lexical overlapping.
Arithmetic word problem solving has always remained
a challenge for the NLP community from the 1960s
(Bobrow, 1964) since it involves natural language
understanding, identification of relevant and irrele-
vant quantities, operations as well semantic reason-
ing across sentences. Initial solvers were rule based,
schema based capable of solving only a few word prob-
lems with very limited vocabulary coverage. Next
came the statistical solvers which tried to learn the
alignment of variables and numbers in the equation

https://github.com/hellomasaya/hawp
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templates. KAZB (Kushman et al., 2014) was the first
attempt to learn these alignments for a set of linear
equations. Other statistical approaches (Hosseini et al.,
2014) used verb categorization for solving word prob-
lems where verbs triggered the flow of quantities be-
tween entity driven containers. (Roy and Roth, 2016)
used expression trees to solve word problems where
the whole solving process is decomposed into multi-
ple classification tasks involving quantities and opera-
tions. All these methods relied on lexical, structural,
dependency, wordnet, other manually crafted features
for the classification. The major drawback of statistical
systems is their inability to perform well on larger and
diverse datasets. A simple similarity based retrieval
model (Huang et al., 2016) outperformed its sophisti-
cated statistical counterparts on large datasets. (Wang
et al., 2017) was the first one to reduce the problem into
a sequence to sequence learning problem. Although
many neural approaches have reported state-of-the-art
performance on benchmark datasets, (Patel et al., 2021)
show that most of the current solvers are not robust and
minor changes in the input word problem can degrade
the performance. Most of these efforts are centred ei-
ther around English or Chinese. There have been very
few attempts to develop word problem solvers for other
low resource languages. India being a country where
multiple languages are spoken, the need for creating
word problem datasets and developing efficient solvers
is paramount. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first dataset for arithmetic word problems in any Indian
language.

3. HAWP
In this section, we introduce a new dataset in Hindi,
HAWP (Hindi Arithmetic Word Problems) for the task
of Arithmetic Word Problem Solving in Hindi. HAWP
is a collection of 2336 MWPs dealing with addition,
subtraction, multiplication and division operations hav-
ing one unknown. The dataset covers one and two op-
eration word problems.

3.1. Dataset Construction
Building a rich dataset for a low resource language like
Hindi is a complex task, specially since no MWP repos-
itory is already available. Though MWPs are a crucial
part of Math curriculum in Hindi-medium schools and
examinations, it is not easy to find diverse data. That
being the case, we constructed this dataset using a num-
ber of methods:

• Manually Crafted Problems:

– Hindi-medium Math Teachers: We asked
Math teachers from Hindi-medium schools
to come up with some word problems of 1
to 6 grade level as a worksheet/exam paper
they would make for their students.

– Hindi-medium Math Textbooks: We went
through many publicly available Hindi-
medium Math textbooks and workbooks for

grade 1 to 6 and constructed Hindi word
problems similar to the textbooks so that
the naturalness of the word problems can be
maintained.

• Data Augmentation using Translation: Around
1600 problems from different benchmark datasets
in English, namely AI2 (Hosseini et al., 2014),
Unbiased (Roy and Roth, 2018), ASDiv (Miao et
al., 2020) were translated for augmenting MWPs
in Hindi. Section 3 provides an in-depth descrip-
tion of how problems from these English datasets
were translated as a part of data augmentation.

Method #MWPs
Manually Crafted 736
Augmentation 1600
Total 2336

Table 1: Various methods of dataset construction

3.2. Annotation
The crafted and the augmented data was annotated with
equations, number of operations and indices of relevant
quantities in the word problems. We also developed an
equation annotation tool to facilitate easy annotation of
equations and the relevant indices.

Operation #MWPs
1-operation 1786
2-operation 550
Total 2336

Table 2: Problems with different operations

3.2.1. Equation Annotation Tool
The annotation of equation and relevant quantities was
done in house by the authors. In order make this man-
ual effort less tiresome and error free, we developed a
simple command line based annotation tool. The tool
first displays the question, lets the user type the equa-
tion and other relevant information and saves it to a
file. The user just needs to identify the quantities and
operations in the equation. This was done in order to
avoid entering large numbers or fractions which could
become a major source of errors. The annotation tool
also had the facility to convert a number written in a
word form into its numerical equivalent e.g. three gets
converted to 3. The information annotated by the tool
for the example shown in figure 1 is as follows:

• Question: mohan ne 5.500 kilograam aaloo aur
2.250 ki. gra. gobhee khareedee. batao usane kul
kitanee sabzee khareedee.

• English Gloss: Mohan bought 5.500 kilograms of
potatoes and 2.250 kg of cauliflower. Find the to-
tal weight of the vegetables that he bought.
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Figure 1: Snapshot of the Equation Annotation Tool

• Equation: X = ( 5.550 + 2.250 )

• Relevant Indices: 0, 1 where 0 refers to the first
quantity and 1 refers to the second quantity in the
problem text

3.2.2. Inter-Annotator Agreement
Two annotators were involved in the task who had prior
experience in automatic word problem solving. They
annotated single variable equations for 100 word prob-
lems. If both the equations match or are equivalent,
we consider it an agreement and disagreement other-
wise. We found 94% agreement among the annotators.
The disagreements can be categorized into 2 types. The
first kind of disagreement occurred due to the incorrect
identification of operands or operations. The other kind
was due to different conversions of units in unit prob-
lems. An example of type 2 disagreement

• Question: reena baajaar se 1.400 kigra tamaatar
tatha 750 graam mirch khareed kar apane thaile
mein rakhatee hai. usake thaile ka kul bhaar ki-
tana hai ?

• Equation 1: X = (1.400 + (750/1000)) in kigra
or kg

• Equaiton 2: X = (1400 + 750) in grams

In this example, the disagreement is due to the choices
of unit conversion. Overall frequencies of Type 1, Type
2 disagreements were 4 and 2 respectively.

4. Augmentation of Hindi Word
Problems

The number of naturally Hindi word problems acquired
from textbooks and teachers were significantly low for
a NLP dataset. To solve this problem, we augmented
the data by translating word problems from English
datasets - AI2 (Hosseini et al., 2014), Unbiased (Roy
and Roth, 2018), ASDiv (Miao et al., 2020). This aug-
mentation task is being motivated by the fact that the
corresponding English datasets hold various kinds of
problems: different number of unknowns, irrelevant
information in problems, problems requiring world-
knowledge etc. leading to a richer and diverse Hindi
dataset as well. Moreover, all three datasets are dif-
ferent from each other in terms of length of each word
problem and its complexity.
The task of translation was performed by professional
translators in two steps. A batch of randomly selected

English word problems were manually translated to
Hindi. To minimise time and effort, we decided to
translate the rest of the problems using machine trans-
lation tools. Before doing so, we performed machine
translation (MT) on the same batch of word problems
that were manually translated and compared the two
translations to find issues in the machine-translated
word problems. To find and correct these issues a post-
edit tool was used where translations from multiple MT
tools like Google Translate and in-house systems were
provided for reference. Correction of these issues along
with other challenges are explained in the following
subsections.

4.1. Challenges in data augmentation
• Errors encountered in data augmentation us-

ing Machine Translation The raw Hindi transla-
tions obtained from MT had a lot of errors. These
errors were grouped together under various cate-
gories and each type of error was handled follow-
ing a defined procedure. These errors have been
documented along with their % frequency in the
dataset in Table 3.

• Missing one-to-one mapping. Even though we
embodied localisation and globalisation in our
dataset, there were yet instances where we faced
problems with some foreign concepts because
one-to-one mapping doesn’t exist for all English-
Hindi words/concepts. For example:

– The two different English concepts, ‘run-
ning’ and ‘sprinting’ get translated to the
same ‘daudna’ in Hindi.

– On the other hand the same verb ‘serve’ are
translated to ‘parosna’, ‘daalna’, ‘dena’ de-
pending on the recipient.

• Cultural differences. Since we took benchmark
datasets in English, we noticed some cultural dif-
ferences in word problems in the kind of objects,
events, names used; which made the translated
Hindi word problems less natural.

4.2. Guidelines Followed while Augmenting
MWPs in Hindi

To handle the problems in the augmented data and to
make sure that the dataset does not stray away from the
typical nature word problems follow and at the same
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Figure 2: Snapshot of the Post Editing Tool.

Error Category Sub-category %Frequency in machine
translated word problems

Syntactic & Grammati-
cal issues

Incorrect TAM, PP-attachment, missing plural-
isation, incorrect postpositions or case marking,
incorrect named entity span

34.27

Semantic issues Wrong sense of words, Incorrect translation of
phrasal verbs and participles

29.52

Discourse issues Inconsistent honorifics, Inconsistent translation
of the same word

9.42

Others Literal translation of borrowed words, Translit-
eration of known concepts, Missing or Extra
translation, Wrong Numeral Translated

5.24

Table 3: Types of errors encountered while augmenting Hindi word problems using Machine Translation. Exam-
ples in Table14 (Appendix)

time has Hindi fluency and grammatical correctness,
we laid down some guidelines for both human trans-
lation as well as post editing. These guidelines were
circulated to the post-editors with sufficient examples.
These can be used as a standard guideline for future
MWP data augmentation for ILs.

4.2.1. Localisation
For the translated MWPs to correctly adapt to India or
more specifically to the Hindi language, we used lo-
calisation. This process was carried out by a group of
native Hindi speakers. Here are some of the most fre-
quent localisation changes applied to the translations to
include the local customs and habits in the dataset:

• Foreign names like Ronald, Tiffany etc. were
changed to Indian names like Madhav, Beena etc.

• Foreign currency was changed to Indian currency
in all instances except when the context required
foreign currency.

• Imperial and U.S. Units of measurement were
changes to SI or Indian equivalents.

• Food items, sports’ names, festival names etc.
were changed to their Indian counterparts or sim-
ilar concepts that exist in Hindi. Some examples
are shown in Table 4.

Group Source (English) Translation (Hindi)

Currency dollars, pennies, quarters,
dimes, bill

rupay, paise, note

Units of Mea-
surement

pounds, ounces, gallons,
mile

kilogram, litre, kilo-
meter, meel

Food items candy, Skittles, M&Ms,
pie, cookies, noodles

toffee, mithai,
jalebi, biskut, maggi

Sports & Festi-
vals

baseball, Halloween,
Thanksgiving

cricket, Diwali, Holi

Table 4: Examples of Localisation

4.2.2. Borrowing
While we most certainly paid attention to localise the
dataset, we did not shy away from transliterating some
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words and parts of word problems for which the cor-
responding concepts have been borrowed in India, es-
pecially in the Hindi language as long as they didn’t
hinder the naturalness of the sentence. Some examples
can be found in Table 5

Group Words

Food items pizza, cake, chocolate, pastry, pasta,
soup, chicken wings

Sports & Games basketball, football, match, video games,
racing game, batman game

Others card, can, star, mixture, company, mall

Table 5: Examples of Borrowing

4.2.3. Naturalness
While translating word problems, we focused on mak-
ing the translated Hindi word problem as natural as
possible instead of sticking to the English counterpart.
Moreover, beside making the word problems natural
linguistically, we tried to make them more natural in
their nature as word problems. This has been demon-
strated with the help of the following word problem
which is natural in Hindi:

bina ke paas 63 mithaiyaan hain. mere paas 50 mithaiyaan
hain. hamaare paas kitanee mithaiyaan hain?

However, if “kul” is added to the question, the problem
becomes more natural:

bina ke paas 63 mithaiyaan hain. mere paas 50 mithaiyaan
hain. hamaare paas kul kitanee mithaiyaan hain?

This shows how typically a word problem is crafted in
Hindi. So we tried to bring in this property as well.
Some examples can be found in Table 12 (Appendix).

4.2.4. Grammatical Correctness
Some grammatical mistakes were found not only in the
machine translated word problems but in the source
(English data) as well. The reason behind this can
be linked to these datasets being created using crowd-
sourcing. The identified mistakes were also corrected
as part of post editing. Table 12 (Appendix) shows
some examples and how and why they were corrected.

4.2.5. Diversity of MWPs
When it comes to diversity of a dataset, the more the
better. The benchmark datasets used for augmenta-
tion have different types of word problems. Unbiased
dataset (Roy and Roth, 2018) has a good number of
MWPs which have introduced irrelevant information
while ASDiv (Miao et al., 2020) has MWPs with very
high lexical diversity.
Other than presence of irrelevant information and lexi-
cal diversity, researches have shown that there are other
ways to increase the quality of a dataset. (Patel et al.,
2021) have stressed on the importance of having chal-
lenging problems that pose a real test on the attention

and reasoning ability of solvers. A minute change in
the word problem can change its answer. Therefore,
adding or changing a small part of the word problem
is capable of changing the word problem itself, creat-
ing a new variant. To get the correct answer of these
variants of the same problem, the solver is required to
pay attention to even the smallest change in the word
problem as well as to the question.
Moreover, while going through the publicly available
Hindi-medium Math textbooks, we noticed not all
MWPs are explicit in what they are stating and ask-
ing and it is left to the reasoning ability of the solver
to understand that information. Two of the most com-
mon evidences of this are requirement of world knowl-
edge like unit conversion, week-day, month-day con-
versions etc. and heavy use of ellipsis. In the example
mentioned below, the implicit version of the word prob-
lem shows the possibility that the ‘kharagosh’ (rabbits)
might have eaten some other ‘aaloo’ (potatoes).

Implicit: faatima ke bageeche mein 8 aaloo the.
kharagoshon ne 3 kha lie. faatima ke paas ab
kitane aaloo hain?

Explicit: faatima ke bageeche mein 8 aaloo the.
kharagoshon ne un aalooon mein se 3 kha lie.
faatima ke paas ab kitane aaloo hain?

Therefore, during augmentation we included variants
of the same problem by changing the question such that
it targets a different part of the problem or by chang-
ing some parts of the problem which may change the
degree of explicitness, structure or information of the
statements as shown in Table 13 (Appendix). These
changes may or may not change the answer to the word
problem.

5. Evaluation of Dataset
The developed dataset was evaluated on two parame-
ters:

• How natural are the problems for school children
for solving

• The lexical diversity of the dataset

5.1. Solvability of MWPs by Students
Enrolled in Hindi-Medium Schools

Given the primary users of MWPs are students, the
comprehensibility and solvability of problems in a
dataset by the students studying in the target language
and grade level is of utmost importance to map not only
the dataset, but also the problem as close as possible
to the real-world data and problem respectively. On
that account, we asked Hindi-medium school students
to solve some of our translated word problems. To en-
sure their weakness in Mathematics does not interfere
with their ability to comprehend and solve these prob-
lems, we gave these problems to students of Grade 6-
7. Problems were picked randomly and grouped into
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batches of 15. Each student was asked to solve one
batch of problems.
Students were able to form correct equations for 90%
of the MWPs, out of which 88.33% of them were
solved with correct answers. Almost 85% of the incor-
rectly solved problems required 1-operation calcula-
tion. These scores show that HAWP has natural MWPs
that are closer to real-world data as seen by students in
their academic life. This evaluation was seen as a test
for the extent of localisation, borrowing and natural-
ness of the dataset, and HAWP cleared this challenge.

5.2. Diversity of MWPs in the Dataset
To measure the degree of diversity of problems in
HAWP, we used a number of diversity metrics pro-
posed by different researches. For metrics dealing
with lexical diversity, we understand that different lan-
guages can have different lexical overlap, hence the
scores for English datasets have been listed only for
reference.

5.2.1. MAWPS Lexical Diversity
We calculated the lexical overlap of HAWP as pro-
posed by (Koncel-Kedziorski et al., 2016) which find
the mean of the Jaccard Similarity for unique unigrams
and bigrams of all pairs of problems. Hence, the lexical
overlap of a dataset D has been formally defined as:

Lex(D) =
1

N

∑
pi,pj∈D

i<j

PairLex(pi, pj)

where

PairLex(pi, pj) =
|W (p) ∩W (q)|
|W (p) ∪W (q)|

and W (p) denotes the set of unique unigrams and bi-
grams in a problem p and N is the number of problem
pairs in D i.e.

(|D|
2

)
. This metric ranges from 0 to 1

and a lower value indicates the corpus is more diverse.
Lexical Diversity for MAWPS for single equation prob-
lems is found to be 6.52% and for the complete ASDiv
dataset it is 5.84%. We get a score of 5.92% for the
entire HAWP dataset.

5.2.2. Corpus Lexicon Diversity (CLD)
We also found the corpus lexicon usage diversity met-
ric, CLD as proposed by (Miao et al., 2020). For a
given MWP Pi in a dataset P the lexicon usage diver-
sity (LD) is defined as:

LDi = 1−max
j,j ̸=i

BLEU(Pi, Pj) +BLEU(Pj , Pi)

2

where BLUE(Pi, Pj) is the BLEU score (Papineni et
al., 2002) between Pi and Pj . The BLEU score is mea-
sured with n-grams up to n = 4. CLD is given by
the mean of all LDi. This metric ranges from 0 to 1
where a higher value indicates the corpus is more di-
verse. ASDiv states its CLD as 0.49 while we calcu-
lated MAWPS’s to be 0.42 and HAWP’s CLD was cal-
culated as 0.73.

5.2.3. Reduced Lexical Overlap
To shed some more light on the diversity of problems in
a dataset, we used a fixed threshold th to filter problems
which were similar to each other. The first step com-
prised of removing all numeric quantities and punctua-
tion to remove any kind of insignificant diversity. Then
we calculated the Jaccard Similarity for each pair of
MWPs (unigrams). Table 6 shows the results of filter-
ing lexical overlapping problems using different thresh-
olds for some of the recent benchmark datasets.

Similarity
Threshold

MAWPS Re-
duced Size
(Total: 2373)

ASDiv Re-
duced Size
(Total: 2305)

HAWP Re-
duced Size
(Total: 2336)

0.9 1450 (61.10%) 2298 (99.69%) 2259 (96.7%)
0.8 1316 (55.45%) 2274 (98.65%) 2112 (90.4%)
0.7 1179 (49.68%) 2227 (96.61%) 1873 (80.17%)
0.6 1035 (43.61%) 2131 (92.42%) 1503 (64.34%)

Table 6: Reduction of Datasizes after Removal of Sim-
ilar MWPs

These measures clearly show that HAWP has lexically
diverse word problems.

6. Experimental Setup
We pose word problem solving as sequence to se-
quence learning task. We implemented this by using
the open source open NMT (Klein et al., 2017) toolkit.

6.1. Preprocessing
Several preprocessing steps were carried out before
passing the data into the openNMT toolkit.

6.1.1. Word to Number Conversion
Many a times numbers are written in a form of words
in a word problem. In order to form an equation and
thereby finding the correct solution, we need to con-
vert these numbers written in their word equivalents to
their corresponding numeric value. We developed an
in-house convertor tool to perform this task.

parameter value
Subword Embedding Size 300

Encoder Layers 2
Decoder Layers 2

Input Sequence Length 200
Output Sequence Length 200

Dropout Rate 0.3
Batch Size 32
Optimizer Adam

Table 7: Configuration of BiLSTM model with Global
Attention for Hindi

6.1.2. Unit Conversion
As a preprocessing step, we normalized quantities re-
lated to currency, length, volume, weight, time. When a
quantity is described with the help of two co-occurring
units, a larger and a smaller one, we normalize them
into the larger unit as shown in table 10.
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6.1.3. Special Number Token Replacement

In order to reduce the diversity of equation templates, it
is a common practice to map actual number into special
identifiers (Wang et al., 2017). We replace the numbers
appearing in the problem text and equation with sym-
bols from the set {p, q, r, s, t, u} with uniform proba-
bility similar to (Mishra et al., 2018). The common
practice of using of sumi where i = 1, 2, 3, .., n (n de-
pends on the total number of quantities present in the
word problem) was avoided as subword embeddings
were used for representing the tokens. The subword
model splits sumi into two tokens num and 0 (0 de-
notes any one digit number, 00 for two digit number,
000 for three digit number and so on), so single char-
acter variables were used for representing the numbers.
This mapping between the numbers and special sym-
bols are stored. This strategy of number mapping is
used for explicit numbers which are present in the prob-
lem text. For implicit numbers like dozen (=12), year
(=365 days), week (=7 days), that are required for unit
conversion, we also use single character symbols apart
from {p, q, r, s, t, u} for representing them.

Question Implicit Quantity Symbol
Used

agar 1 kele ka mooly 10 rupaye hai,
to 1 darjan kele ka mooly kitana
hoga?

darjan = 12 hGloss: If 1 banana costs 10 rupees,
then how much would 1 dozen ba-
nanas cost?
ratan agar 1 din mein 100 rupaye
kamaata hai, to 1 hafte mein vah ki-
tana kama lega?

hafte = 7 gGloss: If in 1 day, Ratan earns 100
rupees, then how much would he
earn in 1 week?

Table 8: Implicit Quantity Examples

6.1.4. Equation Notation Conversion

All the equations are annotated in the infix notation.
Many previous works (Patel et al., 2021; Griffith and
Kalita, 2019; Griffith and Kalita, 2021) showed that
deep neural architectures perform well when predicting
equations in prefix notations. So all the infix notations
were converted into corresponding prefix equations.

6.1.5. Conversion into Subwords

The final preprocessing step is the conversion of tokens
into their subword forms. We used the BPEmb 2 pack-
age using pretrained subword embeddings and subword
models to perform this task.

2https://github.com/bheinzerling/bpemb

Type Co-occurring Units Normalized
Unit

Currency 10 rupaye 15 paise 10.15 rupaye
Length 50 meetar 50 sen-

teemeetar
50.50 meetar

Weight do kilo 300 graam 2.300 kilo
Volume 1 leetar 200 milee 1.200 leetat
Time 2 ghante 45 minit 2.75 ghante

Table 10: Unit Conversion Examples

6.2. Setting

We used the publicly available pre-trained subword
embedding (Heinzerling and Strube, 2018) for encod-
ing our Hindi input data. This embeddings are learnt
by training on Hindi Wikipedia data using byte pair en-
coding. We used the same subword embeddings to en-
code both the word problems and the target equations.
We used a 2 layer BiLSTM (Graves and Schmidhuber,
2005) encoder decoder network with global attention
(Bahdanau et al., 2014) for predicting the prefix equa-
tions given a word problem. The hyper parameter de-
tails are shown in Table 7.

7. Evaluation

Most of the mathematical word problem solvers are
evaluated either on equation accuracy or solution ac-
curacy. The equation accuracy metrics strictly penal-
izes any unmatched equation. The solvers do not lever-
age the equation equivalence property of the generated
equations. Here, we introduce the concept of equa-
tion equivalence with examples given in Table 15 (Ap-
pendix). We also observed that equation equivalence
improves the performance of the model by 2% on an
average.

8. Results and Discussion

We performed 10 fold cross validation on the whole
dataset. The results are shown in table 11. Most of the
errors is attributed to incorrect operator identification.
The solver also struggles to identify the implicit quanti-
ties and could not make correct association with the ac-
tual quantity. This is due to very low frequency of such
numbers in the word problems. We observed that when
problems with implicit quantities are removed from the
dataset, the accuracies of the solver increases by ap-
proximately 5% on an average. The gain is across the
dataset improving both the one operator and two oper-
ator equation. Only 2% (64 out of 2336) of the word
problems contained implicit quantities. This proves our
earlier assertion that the low frequent implicit quanti-
ties are harder to learn.

https://github.com/bheinzerling/bpemb
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Question Expected Predicted Possible Reason
b bageeche mein paudhon kee t panktiyaan aur r
kolam hain. kul kitane paudhe hain? t * r t + r

Requires world knowledge to
count the total number for rows
and columns within an area

Gloss: b garden has t rows and r columns of
plants. How many plants are there in total?
b tikat kee keemat $p hai. c tikaton kee keemat $u
hai. d tikaton kee keemat $q hai. yadi har tikat kee
laagat samaan hai, to e tikaton kee laagat kitanee
hogee? p + q q / p

This is a downside of replacing
actual numbers with special to-
kens.Gloss: b tickets cost $p. c tickets cost $u. d tickets

cost $q. If all tickets cost the same, then how much
would e tickets cost?
p tikonon mein kul milaakar kitane kone ho
jaenge? p * d p + d

Requires world knowledge
each triangle(‘tikona’) has
3 (which is the value of d)
corners(‘kone’).

Gloss: How many corners would p triangles
have?

Table 9: Examples of Erroneous Cases

Accuracy
Full Set 34.82
Full Set with No Implicit 39.92
One-Op 40.04
Two-Op 17.81
One-Op with No Implicit 44.43
Two-Op with No Implicit 19.03

Table 11: Average Accuracy after 10-fold Cross Vali-
dation

If we analyse the second example in Table 9:

Number re-
placed by
special tokens:

b tikat kee keemat $p hai. c tika-
ton kee keemat $u hai. d tikaton kee
keemat $q hai. yadi har tikat kee laa-
gat samaan hai, to e tikaton kee laagat
kitanee hogee?

Original: 1 tikat kee keemat $0.34 hai. 2 tikaton
kee keemat $0.68 hai. 3 tikaton kee
keemat $1.02 hai. yadi har tikat kee
laagat samaan hai, to 4 tikaton kee laa-
gat kitanee hogee?

There are many possible equations for this word prob-
lem (not just equivalent equations) namely, x = p+ q,
x = u ∗ u, x = e ∗ p. However, without the actual
numerals it is difficult to predict them. Had there been
better representations for numbers for equation genera-
tion, predicting the possibility of having multiple equa-
tions and those equations might have been easier.

9. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we created a dataset consisting of word
problems in Hindi. We also developed baseline neural
models for solving word problems. We hope this will
enthuse researchers towards this challenging NLP task
in low resource languages. The lexical diversity of this

dataset is comparable with most of the available bench-
mark datasets, so it can be used as a benchmark dataset
for word problem solving in Indian languages. We also
proposed a new evaluation metric leveraging the equiv-
alence property of mathematical equations. As a future
work, we will explore different data augmentation tech-
niques to enhance the size of our dataset. For improv-
ing the models, we will take up the task of fine-tuning
available BERT and other transformer based models.
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Appendix
Table 12 shows some examples of how guidelines of naturalness, and grammatical correctness were followed while
post editing for augmentation:

English Direct Translation After Post editing Remarks

Naturalness Molly had 14 candles
on her birthday cake.
She grew older and got
6 more on her birthday
cake. How old is Molly
now?

maulee ke barthade kek
par 14 momabattiyaan
theen. vah badee
ho gaee aur usake
barthade kek par use 6
aur mileen. seema ab
kitanee badee hai?

seema ke janmadin ke
kek par 14 momabat-
tiyaan theen. kuchh
saalon baad, umar bad-
hane par usane apane
janmadin ke kek par 6
aur laga leen. ab seema
kee umr kya hai?

More details have been
added to the problem
and some parts have
been changed to make it
more natural.

Naturalness Mrs. Sheridan has 22.0
fish. Her sister gave her
47.0 more fish. How
many fish does she have
now?

shreematee lata ke paas
22 machhaliyaan hain.
unakee bahan ne un-
hen 47 machhaliyaan
aur deen. ab un-
ake paas kitanee mach-
haliyaan hain?

shreematee lata ke paas
22 machhaliyaan theen.
unakee bahan ne un-
hen 47 machhaliyaan
aur deen. ab unake
paas kul kitanee mach-
haliyaan hain?

“kul” has been added to
make the word problem
more natural.

Grammatical
Correctness

Mrs. Sheridan has 22.0
fish. Her sister gave her
47.0 more fish. How
many fish does she have
now?

shreematee sheridan ke
paas 22 machhaliyaan
hain. unakee bahan ne
unhen 47 machhaliyaan
aur deen. ab un-
ake paas kitanee mach-
haliyaan hain?

shreematee lata ke paas
22 machhaliyaan theen.
unakee bahan ne un-
hen 47 machhaliyaan
aur deen. ab unake
paas kul kitanee mach-
haliyaan hain?

Past tense should be
used to describe the
state before a change
or transaction instead of
present tense.

Grammatical
Correctness

Isabella’s hair is 18.0
inches long. If her hair
grows 4.0 more inches,
how long will it be?

izaabel ke baal 18 inch
lambe the. yadi usake
baal 4 inch badhe, ve
kitane lambe honge?

gauree ke baal 18 inch
lambe the. yadi usake
baal 4 inch badhe, to
usake baal kitane lambe
honge?

Conditional sentences
using ‘yadi’ (if) require
‘to’ (then) in Hindi.

Table 12: Examples of Different Guidelines for Augmentation using Translation

Table 13 shows some examples of how guidelines of increasing diversity of MWPs while post editing for augmen-
tation allowed the dataset to include different versions of the same problem to present a test to solvers:

S.No Problem Equation Variation

1.1 raam is maheene 11 kriket ke maich dekhane gaya. vah pichhale
maheene 17 maich dekhane gaya tha aur agale maheene vah 16
maich dekhane jaega. vah kul kitane maich dekhega?

X = 11+17+16 Original

1.2 raam is maheene 11 kriket ke maich dekhane gaya. vah
pichhale maheene 17 maich dekhane gaya tha aur agale
maheene 16 maich dekhane jaane ka soch raha hai.
vah kul kitane maich dekh chuka hai?

X = 11+17 Changed Question

1.3 raam is maheene 11 kriket ke maich dekhane gaya. vah pich-
hale maheene 17 maich dekhane gaya tha aur agale maheene
vah 16 maich din mein aur 12 maich raat mein dekhane jaega.

vah kul kitane maich dekhane jaega?

X = 16 + 12 Added relevant infor-
mation and changed
question

2.1 raanee mithaee kee dukaan par kaam karatee hai. usane somavaar
ko 45 beche. usane mangalavaar ko 16 beche. raanee ne kitane
ghevar beche?

X = 45+16 Original

2.2 raanee mithaee kee dukaan par kaam karatee hai. usane somavaar
ko 45 beche. usane mangalavaar ko 16 kam beche. raanee ne
kitane ghevar beche?

X = 45+(45-16) Added quantifier

Table 13: Variants MWPs to Increase Diversity of Problems

Table 14 shows examples of errors encountered while augmenting Hindi word problems using Machine Transla-
tion.
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Type of Error Example
English Hindi Explanation

PP-
Attachment

Sara picked 45 pears and Sally
picked 11 pears from the pear
tree. How many pears were
picked in total?

saara ne 45 naashapaatee
aur sailee ne naashapaatee
ke ped se 11 naashapaatee
lie. kul kitane naashapaatee
chune gae?

‘from the pear tree’
attaches to both sen-
tences connected by
and but in Hindi it
goes to only one.

Tense, As-
pect, Mood
(TAM)

A ship full of grain crashes into
a coral reef. By the time the
ship is fixed, 49952.0 tons of
grain have spilled into the water
. Only 918.0 tons of grain re-
main onboard. How many tons
of grain did the ship originally
contain?

anaaj se bhara jahaaj
moonga chattaan mein
durghatanaagrast ho gaya.
jab tak jahaaj ko theek kiya
jaata hai, tab tak 49952.0
tan anaaj paanee mein gir
chuka hota hai. jahaaj par
keval 918.0 tan anaaj bacha
hai. jahaaj mein mool roop
se kitane tan anaaj tha?

wrong TAM due to
translation in narra-
tive style

TAM Kelly has 121.0 Nintendo
games. How many does Kelly
need to give away so that Kelly
will have 22.0 games left?

kelee ke paas 121.0 nintendo
gems hain. kelee ko kitane
dene honge taaki kelee ke
paas 22.0 gem bache hon?

wrong TAM

Fractions
or Missing
Translataion

Your class had a pizza party.
0.375 of a pizza was left over,
and 0.5 of another pizza was left
over. You put them both into 1.0
box. How much pizza do you
have altogether?

aapakee kaksha mein pizza
paartee thee. ek pijja ka
0.375 bacha hua tha, aur
doosare pijja ka 0.5 bacha
hua tha. aap un donon ko 1.0
boks mein daal den. aapake
paas kul milaakar kitana pi-
jja hai?

missing word ‘hissa’
for Hindi sentence to
make sense

Phrasal Verbs The school cafeteria ordered
42.0 red apples and 7.0 green
apples for students lunches.
But, if only 9.0 students wanted
fruit, how many extra did the
cafeteria end up with?

skool kaipheteriya ne chhaa-
tron ke lanch ke lie 42.0 laal
seb aur 7.0 hare seb ka ordar
diya. lekin, agar keval 9.0
chhaatr phal chaahate the, to
kaipheteriya kitane atirikt ke
saath samaapt hua?

phrasal verb ‘end up’
is translated as its
constituent verb

Wrong Sense Luke was putting his spare
change into piles. He had 5.0
piles of quarters and 5.0 piles
of dimes. If each pile had 3.0
coins in it, how many coins did
he have total?

lyook apane atirikt parivar-
tan ko bavaaseer mein daal
raha tha. usake paas kvortar
ke 5.0 dher aur daims ke 5.0
dher the. yadi pratyek dher
mein 3.0 sikke hon, to usake
paas kul kitane sikke the?

words with multiple
senses are translated
with the wrong sense
for the given context

Wrong Sense There are 14.0 rulers and 34.0
crayons in a drawer. Tim takes
out 11.0 rulers from the drawer.
How many rulers are now in the
drawer?

ek daraaj mein 14.0 shaasak
aur 34.0 kreyon hote hain.
tim 11.0 shaasakon ko daraaj
se nikaalata hai. daraaj mein
ab kitane shaasak hain?

words with multiple
senses are translated
with the wrong sense
for the given context

Inconsistent
Honorifics

Dan found 56.0 seashells on the
beach, he gave Jessica some
of his seashells. He has 22.0
seashells. How many seashells
did he give to Jessica?

dain ko samudr tat par 56.0
seep mile, unhonne jesika
ko apane kuchh seeshels die.
usake paas 22.0 seeshels
hain. usane jesika ko kitane
seepiyaan deen?

Inconsistent use of
(honorific) third per-
son pronoun
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Inconsistent
translation
of the same
word

Olivia gave her cat two cheese
cubes. Now Olivia has ninety-
eight cheese cubes left. How
many cheese cubes did Olivia
have originally?

oliviya ne apanee billee ko
paneer ke do tukade die. ab
oliviya ke paas ninyaanabe
paneer kyoobs bache hain.
oliviya ke paas mool roop se
kitane paneer kyoobs the?

same word ‘cube’ is
translated differently
in different state-
ments of the same
MWP.

Literal Trans-
lation of bor-
rowed words

Fred had 26 chicken wings and
gave 18 to Mary. He then finds
an unopened box of 40. How
many chicken wings does he
have in all?

phred ke paas 26 murge
ke pankh the aur unhonne
mairee ko 18 pankh die. phir
use 40 ka ek khula hua dibba
milata hai. usake paas kul
kitane chikan pankh hain?

Borrowed compound
is translated as its
constituents

Other Rachel bought 2.0 coloring
books. 1.0 had 23.0 pictures,
and the other had 32.0. After 1.0
week, she had already colored
44.0 of the pictures. How many
pictures does she still have to
color?

raahel ne 2.0 rang bharane
vaalee kitaaben khareedeen.
1.0 mein 23.0 chitr the, aur
doosare mein 32.0 the. 1.0
saptaah ke baad, usane pa-
hale hee 44.0 chitron ko rang
diya tha. use abhee bhee
kitanee tasveeren ranganee
hain?

Contradictory use of
‘baad’ and ‘pahale
hee’ making the sen-
tence senseless.

Table 14: Examples of Translation Errors

Table 15 shows some examples of equation equivalence:

Annotated Equation Equivalents
X = (a+ b) + c X = a+ (b+ c), X = a+ (c+ b)
X = a+ (b− c) X = (a+ b)− c, X = (a− c) + b
X = a− (b+ c) X = (a− b)− c, X = (a− c)− b

Table 15: Equation Equivalence Examples
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